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and we shall have to watch carefully to see just how the ship of
state is steered during the coining months, which, as always in Japan,
are bound to be interesting ones. One feels a little like living on a
volcano here, never knowing when an explosion is going to occur,
and I am quite sure that the day of possible explosions is by no
means past.
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This afternoon a large meeting followed by a " banquet " was held
at the Tokyo Kaikan to honour Helen Keller. The meeting showed,
better than anything else could do, the real sentiment that lies deep
in the character of the Japanese people. Their traditional politeness
is generally but a veneer, save in the case of the well-bred families;
that politeness does not comprise thoughtful consideration of others
in any degree. But sentiment is another matter. Here is a woman
of no official standing who, by her own efforts, having overcome her
terrible handicap of total loss of sight, speech, and hearing, has
devoted her life to constructive work for the blind and now comes to
Japan to spread her gospel and her assistance here. This appeals to
the Japanese more deeply than any case that I have seen during our
five years5 stay here.
On the platform at the meeting were the Prime Minister, perhaps
in his capacity as Minister of Education, the Foreign Minister, the
Home Minister, the Governor of the Prefecture, the Mayor of Tokyo,
Prince Tokugawa, and Marquis Okubo, President of the Foundation
for the Blind. The great hall was literally packed with five or six
hundred people, every last seat taken, among whom I noticed Baron
Shidehara, Mr. Yoshizawa, and many of the highest people in the
country. Each of the high officials made a 'brief speech extolling
Miss Keller's work ; she replied through Miss Thomson and was
then presented with a beautiful Japanese incense burner.
When it came my turn to speak at the end I was so deeply moved
that I dropped my text and tried to tell the meeting how I really
felt about it all, thanking them on Miss Keller's behalf. Alice, who
with several guests at the Embassy, heard my speech on the radio,
said there was no doubt about my feelings. Indeed, it was a meeting
that I shall never forget. I am sure that Miss Keller must have been
equally moved. But Asahi said : " Had they [the Government and
the people] devoted a fraction of the attention they have paid to the
reception of Miss Keller to the promotion of the welfare of the blind,
deaf, and dumb, that would have pleased her much more than the
greetings extended her by the Premier, the cabinet members, and the
other leaders of the nation. But her visit to these shores had been
the occasion for the awakening of the people to the condition of
private institutions devoted to the promotion of the welfare of the
blind, deaf, and dumb. . . . Let us hope that the Government will
fix a definite policy and carry it out. . . /'

